
The finding that subjects, when told to recall a list of
items “in any order,” recall categorically or associatively
related items in neighboring output positions has pro-
vided a foundation for much of the organizational theo-
rizing on human memory. One might even argue that it
was these findings which caused a shift from the study of
paired associate learning and serial recall in the 1950s
and early 1960s to the study of free recall in the mid to
late 1960s. Research on serial recall was long concerned
with distinguishing theories of positional associations
from chained associations (Harcum, 1975), whereas re-
search on free recall focused on interitem similarity and
context-to-item associations as the bases for retrieval
(Shuell, 1969; Tulving, 1968).

What happened to the idea that items studied for free
recall are related by virtue of their contiguity? Asch and
Ebenholz (1962) found that during free recall only 18%
of the total number of sequential responses matched ad-
jacent sequences of list items in the forward order. They
also found no significant difference in the overall num-
ber of forward and backward transitions (not necessarily
adjacent).1 On the basis of these findings, they concluded
that “the order in which items were produced in free re-
call (which registered the course of acquisition) did not
correspond notably to the order of earlier experience”
(Asch & Ebenholz, 1962, p. 19). 

It is unlikely that this one paper extinguished the be-
lief in chained associations in free recall. Rather, it seems
that the success of the organizational theorists in deriv-
ing important principles of memory from the free-recall
task led to a total disregard for the role of chained asso-
ciations in free recall. As Tulving (1968) notes, “It looks
as if the conceptual analyses of free recall have been de-
veloped not just in isolation, but almost in defiance of the
traditional S-R models of behavior.”

Another factor contributing to the shift of interest
away from an associationist approach to free recall was
the theoretical entanglement of the free-recall method
with models based on the temporal partitioning of mem-
ory into separate short- and long-term stores. With these
models, the emphasis became one of structure over pro-
cess, and the challenge to researchers was to explain the
numerous dissociations between prerecency and recency
portions of the serial position curve (e.g., Atkinson &
Shiffrin, 1968; Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966).

In this paper, I present a new method for examining the
role of pairwise associations in free recall. Before turn-
ing to the proposed method, I discuss the major methods
for analyzing “primary organization” in single-trial free
recall.

Serial Position Curves and Mean Output
Position Curves

In free recall, the serial position curve is characterized
by a small primacy effect, a large recency effect, and a
generally flat middle region (usually called asymptote).
Figure 1 shows the classic serial position data from one
of the conditions reported in Murdock (1962). Output
order effects have been summarized by plotting mean
output position as a function of serial (input) position.
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The basic pattern is that items from the recency portion
of the serial position curve are recalled first, while items
from asymptote are recalled last. Furthermore, the items
from the asymptotic portion of the serial position curve
are at asymptote in the output position curve. The high
correlation between the serial position curve and mean
output position curve was noted by Deese and Kaufman
(1957).

One interesting difference between mean output posi-
tion curves and serial position curves is the “hook” at the
end of the recency portion of the mean output position
curve. For auditorily presented lists of words, recall be-
gins about three items back, proceeds in forward order to
the end of the list, and then moves to items in earlier list
positions (Nilsson, Wright, & Murdock, 1975). This pat-
tern of recall produces the hook in the mean output po-
sition curve. The item that is recalled first (on average)
is about two or three items from the end of the list. In
contrast, with visually presented word lists, recall tends
to begin with the last item and go backwards in a gener-
ally monotonic fashion.

Conditional Response Probability
and Latency Curves

One of the central theoretical questions that comes up
in the study of free recall is the nature of subject-generated
retrieval cues. Neither serial position curves nor mean
output position curves provide us with useful informa-
tion about the specific item-by-item contingencies in
output order. The equivalence of recall probability and
output position for asymptotic items (often assumed to
be retrieved from long-term memory) has suggested that
there are no consistent relations between input order and
output order for these items. Rather, it is generally as-

sumed that retrieval of asymptotic items reflects a seman-
tically and/or contextually guided search through long-
term memory.

One way of interpreting the dynamics of retrieval in
the asymptotic portion of the serial position curve is to
examine conditional response probabilities. What is the
likelihood of recalling item x immediately followed by
item y, conditional on recall of y? An even higher order
statistic might measure the likelihood of recalling item x
followed by item y followed by item z conditional on re-
call of z.

As a means of characterizing these sequential contin-
gencies in recall order, the probability of recalling item y
after item x, conditionalized on recall of item y, is plot-
ted as a function of the lag (x-y) for all items recalled
after the third output position (see Figure 2). A lag of �1
implies that item y � x � 1. Similarly, a lag of �1Figure 1. Serial position curve and mean output position curve in

single-trial free recall. Data are from Murdock (1962). In this condi-
tion, 15 subjects studied 80 lists of 30 common words presented au-
ditorily at a 1-sec rate. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals
around each mean. The Loftus and Masson (1994, Appendix B) pro-
cedure for computing confidence intervals in within-subject designs
was used.

Figure 2. Conditional response probability curves for six studies of
single-trial free recall. Panels A–D are based on data from Murdock
(1962). Panel E is based on data from Murdock and Okada (1970).
PanelF is based on data from Murdock and Metcalfe (1978). (A)List
length� 20, auditory, 2 sec/item. (B)List length� 20, auditory, 1 sec/
item. (C) List length � 30, auditory, 1 sec/item. (D) List length � 40,
auditory, 1 sec/item. (E) List length � 20, visual, 1 sec/item and
0.5 sec/item combined. (F) List length � 20, visual, 5 sec/item. Error
bars reflect 95% confidence intervals around each mean. The Lof-
tus and Masson (1994, Appendix B) procedure for computing confi-
dence intervals in within-subject designs was used. See text for details
on computing conditional response probability curves.
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means that item y � x � 1. As such, the absolute value
of the lag is a measure of the degree of remoteness (at
input) of successively recalled items. The sign of the lag
indicates whether recall is in the forward (positive) or
backward (negative) direction. Figure 2 shows condi-
tional response probability curves based on free-recall
data from six large free-recall experiments reported in
three papers (Murdock, 1962; Murdock & Metcalfe,
1978; Murdock & Okada, 1970).2

Conditional response probability curves from all of
these experiments show essentially identical patterns.
When a given item is recalled, it tends to follow an item
from a nearby input position and is twice as likely to fol-
low the preceding adjacent item as it is the following ad-
jacent item. In summary, items at contiguous input posi-
tions tend to be recalled together and in the forward order.
This asymmetry is theoretically significant because cued
recall yields equivalent forward and backward response
probabilities across serial positions (Kahana, 1995; Mur-
dock, 1962).

So far, these analyses have been based on data aver-
aged across output positions (excluding the first three
items recalled). A more detailed picture of recall order
can be seen by looking at the conditional response prob-
abilities at each position in the output sequence. Instead
of examining transitions at each lag individually, I con-
sider the average number of adjacent and remote, for-
ward and backward transitions at each position in the
output sequence. This analysis, applied to data from
Murdock (1962; list length � 30), is shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from these data that the advantage of
forward-adjacent recalls is present at all output positions.

In early stages of recall, most transitions are forward ad-
jacent. Later, forward and backward remote transitions
are approximately of equal probability. It is unlikely that
these late transitions are random; rather, they probably
reflect semantic associations between list items.

Differences in strength are often associated with 
differences in response latency. Analyzing data on inter-
response times collected by Murdock and Okada (1970)3

allows us to ascertain whether asymmetry and adjacency
effects observed in recall order are also observed in re-
call latency. Figure 4 shows the conditional response 
and latency curves for data collected by Murdock and
Okada. The conditional response latency curve follows
the same conventions as the conditional response proba-
bility curves described above. Log latencies were com-
puted to reduce the effects of variability caused by long
interresponse times. As shown in Figure 4, latencies 
were shortest when items from successive input posi-
tions were recalled in forward order. Latencies were
somewhat longer for backward recalls. Both forward 
and backward recalls exhibit gradients as a function of
lag.

Summary of the Data

Three basic findings emerge from these analyses.
First, the probability of successive recall from adjacent
input positions is about three times higher than the prob-
ability of successive recall from remote input positions.
Second, the probability of adjacent forward recalls is about
twice that of adjacent backward recalls. This forward-
recall advantage is present at all output positions. Third,

Figure 3. This figure shows adjacent (lag � 1) and remote (sum of
all lags > 3) forward and backward conditional response probabili-
ties at each pair output position (data from Murdock, 1962; list
length � 30). Pair output position x refers to actual output positions
x and x � 1. Consider an item from serial position y recalled in out-
put position x. A forward-adjacent recall refers to recalling item y� 1
in output position x � 1; a forward remote recall refers to the
summed conditional probabilities of recalling items y � 4, y � 5, . . . ,
y � (list length �1) in output position x + 1. Error bars reflect 95%
confidence intervals around each mean. The Loftus and Masson
(1994, Appendix B) procedure for computing confidence intervals in
within-subject designs was used.

Figure 4. Conditional response-latency curve for data collapsed
across both 1- and 2-sec presentation rates in Murdock and Okada
(1970). Log interresponse times is computed as ln(1 � IRT). Error
bars reflect 95% confidence intervals around each mean. The Lof-
tus and Masson (1994, Appendix B) procedure for computing confi-
dence intervals in within-subject designs was used.
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adjacency and asymmetry effects are observed for la-
tency as well as accuracy measures.

Theoretical Analysis

At a very general level, perhaps one can say that the
conditional response probability and conditional response
latency curves provide evidence for the role of contiguity-
based associations in free recall. More specifically, how-
ever, it is useful to examine these curves in terms of the
predictions of formal models of the free-recall task. Of
all the models proposed to account for free recall, the
search for associative memory (SAM) model (Gillund &
Shiffrin, 1984; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980, 1981) pre-
sents the most comprehensive account of data from this
task. What follows is a very brief summary of the SAM
model. For a complete presentation, see Raaijmakers and
Shiffrin (1980).

The SAM Model of Free Recall
The SAM model of free recall is an outgrowth of the

Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) buffer model. It consists of
two storage systems: A limited-capacity short-term store
(STS) and a long-term storage (LTS) associative net-
work. Each new studied item enters STS. Once all of the
registers in STS are full, a newly studied item replaces a
randomly chosen item already in STS. According to
SAM, items in STS are always available for immediate
recall. A four-item rehearsal buffer will typically yield a
good fit to the recency portion of the serial position
curve.

LTS in SAM is modeled as an associative network.
Items can be associated with each other, themselves, or
context. For each unit of time that an item spends in STS,
the strength of its association to context is incremented
by parameter a and its self-strength is incremented by
parameter c. For each unit of time that two items spend
together in STS, the strength of their association in LTS
is incremented by parameter b. Items that are never to-
gether in STS have a residual interitem association given
by parameter d. In Gillund and Shiffrin (1984), variabil-
ity was introduced into the basic SAM model. To pro-
duce variability in the associative network, each asso-
ciative strength is multiplied by a random variable drawn
from a three-point distribution (1, 1 � v, or 1 � v, where
v is the variability parameter of the model).

Retrieval in SAM involves sampling memory with
multiple cues. Initially, context is used as a cue to “sam-
ple” items in memory. If an item is “recovered,” it is
used, together with context, to sample another item from
memory. An item cannot be recovered if the same re-
trieval cues failed to recover the item previously or if the
item has already been recalled. Once there have been
L max consecutive failures at “recovery,” retrieval is at-
tempted with context alone. The overall process repeats
itself until there are K max “recovery” failures to any
cues. Whenever an item is recovered, its self-strength is
incremented by parameter g, its association to context is

incremented by parameter e, and if another item was one
of the retrieval cues, the interitem associative strength is
incremented by parameter f. The equations for sampling
and recovery probabilities are given in Raaijmakers and
Shiffrin (1980).

SAM differs from other contemporary memory mod-
els in that it does not make explicit assumptions about
the representation of items in memory or the associative
mechanism. Rather, SAM maintains an abstract charac-
terization of the probability of successful retrieval given
a set of retrieval cues. 

Because items in nearby input positions spend more
time together in the rehearsal buffer, conditional re-
sponse probabilities should be greater for adjacent items
than for remote items. However, because interitem asso-
ciations in SAM are bidirectional, the observed asymme-
try in forward and backward recall may not be predicted. 

Simulations
To fully examine the SAM model’s ability to account

for the free-recall data, the model was simultaneously fit
to the serial position curve, mean output position curve,
and conditional response probability data from the 30-
item/1-sec condition in Murdock (1962). In fitting SAM
to these data, three parameters were fixed: The size of
the rehearsal buffer, r, was set at 4 and the Kmax and Lmax
parameters were set at 30 and 3, respectively. Simplex
(Nelder & Mead, 1965) was used to estimate the re-
maining 8 parameters that minimized the chi-square sta-
tistic. For each simplex iteration, results were averaged
over 10,000 replications of the SAM model. 

The best-fitting parameters were: a � 0.0204, b �
0.5666, c � 0.6394, d � 0.4376, e � 0.546, f � 0.5827,
g � 0.5674, and v � 0.1783. The fit of the model to the
data is depicted in Figure 5. The fits of the serial position
[χ 2(22) � 168.7] and output position [χ 2(22) � 122.2]
curves were reasonable. In contrast, the model was
largely unsuccessful in fitting the conditional response
probabilities [χ 2(32) � 1,169]. To see if these results
were stable, I repeated the simulation for different values
of the fixed parameters. Setting the size of the rehearsal
buffer to 3 instead of 4 increased the chi-square values
considerably, and trying several different values of K max
and L max also did not improve the fit.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the SAM model fails to ac-
count for the difference between forward- and backward-
adjacent recalls at any of the output positions. At early
output positions, SAM far overpredicts the probability of
forward remote recalls. Finally, SAM predicts an abrupt
transition in remote recalls after the fourth output posi-
tion, whereas the data show a gradual transition.

Why does SAM make these predictions, and how could
it be fixed to handle the data? First, SAM assumes sym-
metric associations between items in memory. This may
account for SAM’s inability to produce the asymmetry in
forward and backward recall. Second, because retrieval
in SAM reflects output from the short-term store followed
by search of associative memory, there is a sudden shift
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in strategy at the fourth output position. This problem
might be solved if the size of the rehearsal buffer were
varied across simulated trials.

In an effort to bring SAM’s predictions closer to the
data, four modifications were introduced. First, separate
parameters for forward and backward interitem associa-
tions were added (both during study and test). Second,
the rehearsal buffer size, r, was randomly set to 2, 3, 4,
5, or 6 on each trial (with probabilities of 0.1, .22, .36,
.22, and .10, respectively). Third, the rehearsal rule em-
ployed by Phillips, Shiffrin, and Atkinson (1967) was
adopted. According to that rule, the probability of the i th
buffer item being displaced was calculated as: 

where δ is a new free parameter of the model. Using this
rehearsal scheme, the older the item in the rehearsal

buffer, the more likely it will be displaced. This scheme
results in more rehearsals for recently studied items than
for remote items. Taken alone, this change in SAM
greatly improved the fit to the conditional response
probability data, but also wiped out the primacy effect.
To recover the primacy effect, an attentional weighting
factor was added to the rehearsal buffer. This factor was
used in Gillund and Shiffrin (1984), but not in Raaij-
makers and Shiffrin (1981). Finally, with the primacy ef-
fect back, the fit of the revised model is as shown in Fig-
ure 6. The best-fitting parameters were: a � 0.082, b1 �
0.626 (forward), b2 � 0.420 (backward), c � 0.777, d �
0.075, e � 0.401, f 1 � 0.461 (forward), f 2 � 0.201
(backward), g � 0.619, v � 0.197, δ � 0.423.

A major improvement can be seen in the model’s fit to
the conditional response probability data. Although the
fit is not numerically spectacular, the revised model ac-
tually provides a reasonable account of the retrieval pro-
cess [χ 2(29) � 251.25]. The revised model’s fit to the
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Figure 5. This figure shows the best fit of the SAM model of free
recall (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) to the serial position data and
mean output position data (top panel) and the conditional response
probability data (bottom panel) from the 30-1 condition in Murdock
(1962). Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals around each
mean. The Loftus and Masson (1994, Appendix B) procedure for
computing confidence intervals in within-subject designs was used.

Figure 6. This figure shows the best fit of a modified version of the
SAM free-recall model to the serial position data and mean output
position data (top panel) and the conditional response probability
data (bottom panel) from the 30-1 condition in Murdock (1962).
Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals around each mean. The
Loftus and Masson (1994, Appendix B) procedure for computing
confidence intervals in within-subject designs was used.
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serial position curve [χ 2(19) � 85.0] and output posi-
tion curve [χ 2(19) � 199.8] did not change substantially
(with the exception of the exaggerated hook now present
in the output position curve).

Conclusions

This paper presents a quantitative method for examin-
ing the role of interitem associations in free recall. Plotting
the probability of recalling an item from serial position
x followed by an item from serial position y for different
lags reveals strong adjacency effects, a forward-recall
advantage, and shallow gradients beyond lag 2. The ten-
dency to recall adjacent pairs in the forward order is
highly pronounced for the first few output positions and
then settles to a level of about twice the backward-recall
probability for the rest of the recall process.

The SAM model provides a reasonable fit to both se-
rial position and mean output position curves. However,
in its original version, the model does not adequately ac-
count for the conditional response probability data. The
original model assumes symmetric increments of forward
and backward interitem associations. To bring the model
within striking distance of the data, three basic modifi-
cations were needed: (1) separate parameters for forward
and backward interitem associations, (2) a variable buffer
size, and (3) a rehearsal rule that prefers nearby items
(Phillips et al., 1967).

Another successful model of single-trial free recall is
Metcalfe and Murdock’s (1981) chaining model. The
chaining model belongs to a class of distributed memory
models that use convolution and correlation as the asso-
ciative storage and retrieval mechanisms. Because convo-
lution is commutative, forward and backward asso-
ciations are of equal strength. Metcalfe and Murdock
suggest that recall begins by cuing memory with the last-
rehearsed item. Chaining through memory continues
until a specified number of successive retrieval failures.
Subsequently, retrieval is reinitiated with a beginning-
of-list cue (associated with the first studied item). For-
ward chaining continues until another series of retrieval
failures. Because of this two-stage retrieval process, con-
ditional response probabilities should exhibit a backward-
recall advantage for early output positions, and a forward-
recall advantage for late output positions. It is clear from
Figure 3 that this is not the case. Adjacent forward re-
calls are higher than adjacent backward recalls at all out-
put positions, but especially at early output positions.
Subjects’ tendency to move backward at early stages of
output and forward at later stages of output is seen only
in remote recalls.

In addition to the SAM buffer model (Raaijmakers &
Shiffrin, 1981) and the associative chaining model (Met-
calfe & Murdock, 1981), two other approaches to study-
ing free recall deserve attention. In an effort to account
for the ubiquity of exponential interresponse time func-
tions in free recall, Rohrer and Wixted (1994) reintro-
duced the traditional notion of random search without

replacement. The analyses presented in this paper dem-
onstrate that free recall of items from asymptotic serial
positions simultaneously exhibit exponential growth in
interresponse times and conditional response latency
effects (see Figure 4 and Murdock & Okada, 1970). A
random-search model cannot account for conditional
response latency effects (or the effects of semantic clus-
tering reported elsewhere in the literature). Despite these
limitations, Rohrer and Wixted’s approach may still be
useful. The fundamental question they raise, which is not
addressed by the present data, is whether the increase in
response latency with output position is a consequence
of the resampling of items already recalled or some other
process.

Glenberg and Swanson’s (1986) temporal distinctive-
ness theory (TDT) has been developed to account for
free recall in the continuous distractor paradigm. In this
paradigm, direct interitem associations are either weak-
ened or eliminated by the distractor task and the focus
is on temporal retrieval strategies. According to TDT,
items are sampled from temporally defined search sets
in memory. These search sets are assumed to be narrow
for recent items but broad for prior list items. In the ab-
sence of strong interitem associations, this type of model
predicts symmetric gradients in the conditional response
probability curves. The gradients should be narrow early
in recall and broaden with output position. Although
TDT makes testable predictions about conditional re-
sponse probability functions in free recall, these predic-
tions cannot be tested using data from the standard ver-
sion of the task.

Summary

Previous research on free recall has focused on seman-
tic relations between list items (e.g., Brown, Conover,
Flores, & Goodman, 1991; Cooke, Durso, & Schvane-
veldt, 1986; Romney, Brewer, & Batchelder, 1993; see
Shuell, 1969, for a review of the earlier literature) to the
exclusion of association by contiguity. Some potential
reasons for this were discussed in the introduction. Con-
ditional response probability and latency analyses of a
number of large free-recall studies suggest that the ne-
glect of contiguity-based associative processes in free re-
call is unwarranted. In order to predict free-recall perfor-
mance, both contiguity-based associative processes and
semantic relations among list items need to be considered.
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NOTES

1. In a more recent study, Nairne, Riegler, and Serra (1991) found
some evidence for forward seriation in the free-recall of eight-item
lists. The percentage of adjacent recalls in the forward direction was
0.68, reliably above the chance level of 0.50.

2. To get reliable data on conditional response probabilities, one
needs fairly large data sets. Murdock (1962) is probably the largest free-
recall study ever conducted with practiced subjects. Data for each con-
dition are averaged from over 1,200 free-recall trials. In Murdock and
Okada (1970), there are 720 trials for each of the presentation-rate con-
ditions (slow � 1 item/sec, fast � 2 items/sec). Because of the low re-
call levels in this study, data from the two presentation-rate conditions
were combined for the conditional analyses. In Murdock and Metcalfe
(1978), there are 512 lists in the overt rehearsal condition.

3. To determine interresponse times, Murdock and Okada (1970)
tested subjects individually in soundproof rooms where the entire test
session was tape-recorded. The recorded protocols were analyzed
using a sound meter and a plotter to measure the onset–onset inter-
response times for all of the recalled words.
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